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is about Polar Bears.

T

his Alive looks at the Zoo’s plans
to expand and renovate Polar Bear
exhibit spaces and to magnify the
Zoo’s involvement in conserving wild
Polar Bears. Both initiatives will broaden
the Zoo’s conservation reach by adding
an ocean predator to the list of land creatures that the Zoo already protects.
For while their physiques resemble the
terrestrial Grizzly and Black bears, Polar
Bears spend more time with water than on
land. So much time that they join whales,
seals and Walruses inside the safety net
drawn by provisions of the Marine
Mammal Protection Act. Even their proper
name—Ursus maritimus—alludes to their
sea legs. The “maritime” designates their
habitat and their talents for navigating
ocean waters, both as swimmers and as
sailors adrift on the ice.
Still, Polar Bears do not live by liquid
water alone. They mostly rely on the hard
stuff—the thick, buoyant sea ice that supports their terrestrial hunting style. To kill,
Polar Bears need a platform of ice as stable and steady as terra firma. The ice supports, hides and gives leverage to a
hunting bear.
The link between ice and bear reveals
itself in the southern ice floes, where local
bears tune their annual rhythms to the
summer waning and the winter waxing of
the ice. In spring, as the southern rim of
the ice cap creeps northward, the local
bears wash onto shore. Once on land, they
fast, shuffling through spring and summer

in a walking hibernation. Come fall, they
wait for the Midnight sun to circle downward, the ice to re-grow and the hunt to
return.
Recently, though, the annual ebb and
flow of the ice has changed. Spring melts
tend to arrive earlier. Annual autumn
freezes tend to begin later. These timing
changes converge to produce smaller, thinner winter ice caps over the years. And,
wherever the ice shrinks, so do Polar Bear
populations.
September marks the annual nadir of the
Arctic ice caps. In 2009, the September
ice measured 620,000 square miles below
the average recorded between 1979 and
2000—making the melt the third largest
on record. The only melts known to have
consumed more ice happened in 2007 and
2008. These three record years fall in step
with a clear, if somewhat halting, 30-year
march downward in both the extent and
the thickness of the Arctic ice cap. This
march supports the overwhelming consensus reached by climate scientists around
the world: The Arctic ice cap is shrinking
because human activities have increased
carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere.
Fortunately, though, we—the people of
the world—still have time to institute
changes that can protect the Arctic ice and
the animals that rely on it for survival.
Every step America takes toward energy
independence and energy sustainability
will give its citizens, Polar Bears and the
rest of the world a safer future.

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on Christmas
Day. Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Standard admission prices are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and $6 for
children. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Zoo Society members and registered North Carolina school groups are
admitted free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram and shuttle service,
picnic areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.
For information, call 1-800-488-0444.

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The North Carolina Zoological Society is the nonprofit organization that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. For information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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ON THE COVER:
Aquilla, one of the N.C. Zoo’s own Polar Bears
by Valerie Abbott, Zoo volunteer extraordinaire

2

They star in beverage commercials, sprawl across Christmas cards and draw
“oohs” and “ahs” from zoo crowds everywhere. Poll a group of Zoo visitors on
their favorite animal, and Polar Bears nearly always climb to the top of the list.
Popular and photogenic, Polar Bears grab center stage in advertising and public
service announcements that warn humanity about the pending consequences
of global climate change. The bears’ appealing faces and growing struggles
have cast them as the most visible symbols—and victims—of a melting Arctic.
A Polar Presence

government, laws, customs and
languages. In turn, each of these
human nations determines the
rules and the research that
applies to its native bears.
The conclusions drawn from
their shared research efforts
confirm that eight of the Polar
Bear nations—most clustered
around the southern, warmest
rim of the bear’s range—show
significant population declines.
Three regions, two to the north,
hold stable populations, and one
group in Canada’s far north is
growing. The status of the
remaining seven groups remains
a mystery. Scientists lack sufficient research data to determine
these regions’ population trends.
(See page 5.)
Taken together, the research

The most reliable, current research
suggests that wild Polar Bear populations hover around 25,000. To put
that in perspective, compare the
world’s Polar Bear population,
which ranges over more than 5 million square miles of Arctic wilderness, to the number of people living
in Greensboro. That city houses 10
times more people than the world
harbors Polar Bears.
These 25,000 bears govern their
migratory activities by carving the
Arctic into 19 distinct geographic
regions. Each region’s bears remain
relatively faithful to it. They confine
their wanderings inside the region’s
boundaries.
These 19 Polar Bear nations
stretch across and through five different countries, each with its own
2 | ALIVE
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signals a shared finding among the
studied regions: Wherever satellites
confirm significant loss of Arctic sea
ice, Polar Bear populations, Polar Bear
body weights and Polar Bear birth
numbers fall. This ice, which satellites
have tracked since 1979, has followed
a steady forty-year trend of thinning
and shrinking in size. If that trend continues, by 2050 Polar Bears and summer sea ice will be extinct in all but
two or three of the 19 regions.

Polar Bears on Exhibit
Zoo staff, like most Zoo visitors, worries about the struggles facing Polar
Bears. These concerns have fostered a
growing sense of obligation to the
species. This obligation includes a
growing determination to provide the
Zoo’s bears with care and facilities that
meet or exceed professionally sanctioned standards of animal welfare.
This growing sense of obligation
adds a new urgency to the messages

that educators want to convey to visitors about Polar Bears. Staff wants to
help visitors see the ecological changes
that threaten Polar Bears and understand the role that human activities play
in causing these changes.
When it comes to saving Polar
Bears, the Zoo knows that it must help
people understand how their actions
affect atmospheric chemistry and climate. At the same time, the Zoo must
explain how changing human behaviors can stabilize Arctic temperatures
and Polar Bear populations without
throwing the economy into a tailspin.
The drive to meet these educational
and conservation goals supports the
Zoo’s decision to expand and renovate
its Polar Bear exhibit.

Polar Bears at the N.C. Zoo
The Zoo built its Polar Bear exhibit in
the early 1990s. The exhibit conformed
to the standards of care recommended
for Polar Bears in that decade. Even

today, the exhibit’s 3,500 sq ft of
exhibit space, which includes a
125,000 gallon swimming pool,
exceeds the space many zoos provide
their Polar Bears.
Even so, a growing body of field
research on Polar Bears reveals that
some wild Polar Bears travel through
home territories that encompass thousands of square miles. To satisfy that
wanderlust, curators now understand
the need to give Polar Bears even
larger exhibit spaces and to enrich
these spaces with sensory experiences
that entice exhibit Polar Bears to
explore and behave like wild bears.
The Zoo’s improved exhibit will
address the welfare needs of the bears.
Changes will give the Zoo’s Polar
Bears 12,000 additional sq ft to live
and play in. A new, mostly terrestrial
exhibit space will abut the existing
exhibit. A stream will trickle through
its landscape, pooling into a cool shallow where the bears can splash and
Winter 2010 | 3
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But, as the captive population began
to age and decline, efforts to restart the
bears’ breeding have stalled. Currently,
only about 80 Polar Bears live in zoo
collections accredited by the AZA. Of
these, only 17 males and 26 females
are in their prime reproductive years.
Unfortunately, many of the bears in
prime breeding condition do not live
with suitable mates. Consequently,
breeding these animals requires shipping animals to new locations and
introducing these aggressive, large carnivores to each other with the hope
that they might breed. This shifting
requires receiving zoos to have enough
extra space to welcome a resident animal’s new mate.
rest. Diverse soil types will create an
undulating terrain that staff will stock
with tree stumps and diverse plant
species. The plants will have textures
and scents that should entice the bears
to roll, rest, dig, sniff and explore.
The new exhibit and the new holding
spaces will connect to the existing faculties. Bears will be able to migrate
among the new areas, giving the bears
more variety in their daily lives.
In addition, the existing 15-year old
Polar Bear exhibit will undergo an
upgrade, too. The renovations will
reconfigure the holding quarters, giving
the bears larger holding spaces and
more light.
The bears’ large, outdoor swimming
pool will undergo improvements, too,
as staff converts it (and the Seal and
Sea Lion pool) from a freshwater to a
saltwater facility. This conversion will
improve the health of our Seals and
Sea Lions, especially, but will be good
for the Polar Bears, too.

Polar Bears in the Future
The changes will position the Zoo to
meet or exceed the new exhibit standards that have been issued by the
Province of Manitoba in Canada.
Manitoba now demands that these
standards be met before an institution
becomes eligible to receive and exhibit
a bear from Manitoba Province. The
Zoo is highly motivated to meet these
standards because the melting ice
4 | ALIVE

around Manitoba all but guarantees
that the region will soon be flooded
with orphaned Polar Bears.
The famous Polar Bear population
that congregates along Hudson Bay
each summer lives where scientists
expect to see serious declines in both
ice and bears in the near future.
Despite the dire situation these bears
and their cubs face, the Manitoba government has taken the position that no
bear will be condemned to live in a
substandard facility. In order to make
sure that we qualify to receive some of
these bears, we will be sure our exhibit
exceeds Manitoba’s specifications.
One of these requirements dictates
that a receiving facility must have multiple exhibits for its bears. Multiple
exhibits allow zoos to respond to the
mostly solitary nature of Polar Bears.
If a zoo has more than one Polar Bear,
then the zoo must have more than one
exhibit and holding area.
Polar Bears living in zoos accredited
by the American Zoo and Aquarium
Association (AZA) sit at a crossroad
that is similar to the situation facing
their wild relatives: Their population is
in decline. In past decades, Polar Bears
bred readily in captivity. But, because
Polar Bears are fairly long-lived, zoos
had to control this breeding.
Otherwise, there would have been
more Polar Bear cubs and adults than
there would have been spaces to house
them.

Polar Bears for Visitors
A key change in the planned exhibit
will add educational components that
acquaint our visitors with the nature of
the Arctic. The educational features
will explain how Polar Bears live and
the challenges they must overcome to
survive. Part of this goal will be
accomplished with landscapes that
mimic the Arctic. Exhibit windows
will give visitors a glimpse into the life
of Polar Bears. One of the exhibit’s
key messages will explain that, while
wild Polar Bears need snow and sea
ice to hunt, the species is adapted to
spend its summers in snowless and
iceless habitats—including sandy
beaches, willow groves and boreal
forests.
Because North Carolina’s climate
prevents us from building a snowy,
outdoor exhibit for our bears, we will
create exhibits that mimic some of the
bears’ summer habitats. The education
materials we develop will explain the
annual cycle that dominates Polar
Bears and will use the exhibit to show
where the bears roam and what the
bears eat when the Midnight Sun
breaks above the horizon and circles
the sky in summer. As part of this lesson, the materials will explain how
Polar Bears are linked to ice and why
their populations ebb and flow with the
melting and reforming of sea ice.
Finally, the new exhibit will provide
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Polar Bears range

where ice blankets the Arctic Ocean for
all or part of the year. Within this landscape,
the world’s population of around 25,000 Polar
Bears divides itself into 19 subpopulations.
Each subpopulations claims its own, relatively
discrete section of the Arctic ice cap. For the
most part, subpopulations remain separated.
Bears only rarely cross the invisible boundaries
that separate one region from its neighbors.
The weather within each region varies with
its latitude, prevailing winds and currents and
other factors. Consequently, global climate
change harms some subpopulations more than
others. This map outlines the subpopulation
areas and provides current estimates of the
state of Polar Bears in each region.
Map based on information from International
Union for Conservation for Nature, 2009
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the Zoo with its first opportunity to
link its Polar Bear collection to the
actual conservation and study of wild
Polar Bears. Toward that end, the
North Carolina Zoo recently became
an official Arctic Ambassador
Affiliate of Polar Bears International.
This nonprofit is dedicated to the
worldwide conservation of the Polar
Bear and its habitat through research
and education. This organization provides scientific resources and information on Polar Bears and funds most
of the major studies conducted on the
species. Our affiliation with Polar
Bears International will allow the Zoo
to contribute financially to some of
this vital research and will also give
our staff the opportunity to participate
in this work.
Polar Bears International also produces quality educational materials
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that Arctic Ambassadors receive free of
charge. Our educators and zookeepers
will use these materials to teach Zoo
visitors about Polar Bear biology and
global climate change.
Already, a staff member is preparing
to take advantage of an important Polar
Bears International program. Called a
“Leadership Camp,” this program welcomes both high school students and
zookeepers to Churchill during the fall
Polar Bear migration.
Visiting campers learn about the
Tundra, meet field scientists and community members; observe Polar Bears
in their natural habitats; learn how
global warming is affecting the bears
and native people; explore how individuals can help slow these changes;
and report back to their classmates,
families, and the world via daily blogs.
As part of the Leadership Camp, par-

ticipants must outline an action plan to
educate their peers and to spread the
word about how everyone can help
save the Polar Bear’s habitat.
Two of our keepers will travel to
Manitoba this year to attend the first
Leadership Camp offered to keepers.
The Asheboro High School Zoo
School is also considering sending a
student to the program.
The process for designing the new
exhibit and renovations to our original
one should begin this fall and will
take roughly a year to complete. After
that, we will break ground for construction. The Zoo staff is excited
about improving the facilities for our
Polar Bears and about contributing to
the species’ conservation through
research and education.
KEN REININGER, GENERAL CURATOR

Polar Expressions
BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM

The planned Polar Bear exhibit will use
art—as well as science—to help visitors
understand the lives of Arctic wildlife.
Using a gift from art and education
patrons Bob and Bonnie Meeker, the
Zoo’s Design and Education staffs will
collaborate to create a setting where
visitors can sample some of the sights,
the smells and the sensations that define
the lives of Polar Bears.

At the proposed exhibit’s entryway,

dramatic
images of Arctic wilderness will flash from a 4 ft x 8 ft
screen. The video will pan the stark, vast ice floes that
blanket the Arctic Ocean, the leads and polynyas that
expose the churning sea and the snow that does not
stop until it drops over the horizon.
The proposed entrance will sit on the far side of a tunnel that artists will carve from the belly of a simulated
glacier. Cold air will brace the entrance, wafting from an
interior wall covered by a thick sheet of ice. Everywhere
else—above, below and beside—simulated ice will wrap
visitors in cold reflections. Above them, a Polar Bear’s
paw will jut through a small opening in the ice.
The opening will simulate an agla, or a seal breathing
hole. Seals rely on these openings in the sea ice to gain
access to air, but aglas present danger as well. The
openings alert Polar Bears to the presence of the seals.
When a bear spots an agla, it stops, waits and watches
for a nose to poke through the ice. If one does, the bear
grabs the seal and pulls it up, out and to its death.

multitudes, can profoundly influence the future of Polar
Bears, wildlife and people.
The mood of the games will be hopeful, confirming the
truth that people still have time to mitigate climate changes
that, left unchecked, will melt the Arctic and spread hardships around the world. The games, too, will detail easy,
but profoundly helpful, behaviors that people can adopt
to slow down climate shifts and save money as well.
The Zoo Society has pledged to raise $2 million for the
upgrades that have been planned for the Polar Bear
exhibit. If you can help us reach our goal—and allow the
Zoo to broaden the educational impact it can have on
Polar Bear Conservation—please fill out this pledge form
and return it to the N.C. Zoo Society; 4403 Zoo Parkway;
Asheboro, NC 27205.

YES! I support Project: Polar Bears.
Name_________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________

Taking Care of the Air

City, State, Zip __________________________________________

As visitors travel through the proposed simulated frozen
world, interactive graphics will explain the complexities of
the Arctic and why Polar Bears need its vast, cold, icecovered wilderness to survive. To facilitate this learning,
educators and artists plan to develop interactive video
games that will show visitors how their actions affect the
air and how that air influences climates all over the world,
but especially at the Poles.
The games will reveal how small acts of energy conservation, compounded over the lives and the actions of

I pledge $________________ in support of Project: Polar Bears.
Bill me: ! Quarterly for ____ years; ! Annually for ____ years;
beginning ________________.
! One time. My gift of $______________ is included.
(Please make check payable to NC Zoo Society.)

Or, charge to: ! Visa ! MasterCard ! Amex ! Discover
Acct#_________________________________ Exp.Date ________
CNN_______ Signature __________________________________
Winter 2010 | 7

Gifts to the Zoo Society support Zoo conservation
and animal welfare programs that improve the lives
of people and other animals living on four continents.
The Zoo and the Zoo Society hope to expand their
impact into a fifth continent soon.

Afghanistan – World Society for the
Protection of Animals (WAZA),
Zoological Society of London
(ZSL), Mayhew Animal Home
Egypt – African zoos
Japan – WAZA
Switzerland – WAZA: Welfare and
Ethics Committee
Iraq – ZSL
Washington – AZA

Arctic Ambassador Affiliate —
Polar Bears International

Through AZA:
• Promoting stronger
Federal Animal
Welfare laws
• Ape Conservation

Elephant conservation through
International Elephant Foundation

Protecting Hellbenders
& water quality

Promoting stronger
Animal Welfare
Regulations

N.C. Zoo
Randolph

Conservation Planning
in southwestern forests
Sylvan Heights Waterfowl:
Wetland and waterfowl
conservation

Yankari Game Reserve
training and monitoring

Raleigh

N.C. ZOO PROJECTS

• Onsite conservation for Box Turtles, Copperheads,
Rattlesnakes, Schweinitz’s Sunflower, Cape Fear Shiner
• Captive Breeding of Endangered Species
• Ridges Mountain Natural Area Management
• Basic Mesic Forest & Purgatory Mountain Management
and Research
• Gorilla nutrition and evolution research
• Conservation Medicine for endangered Puerto Rican
Crested Toads
• Wildlife Rehabilitation Center

8 | ALIVE

Through WAZA:
• Promoting animal welfare
standards for the world’s zoos
• Primate Conservation through
IUCN Primate Specialist Group

Cross River Gorilla:
Field research &
monitoring of Africa’s
most endangered ape

Red Wolf
Reintroductions
Investigating potential
conservation projects
with birds and Sea
Turtles

More than 10
Elephant cons
and resea

Cape Fear Shiner – US Fish & Wildlife (USFW)
Crane Species – Endangered WIldlife Trust of South Africa
Elephants – World Wildlife Fund-Cameroon, Cameroon Ministry of
Forest & Wildlife (CMFW), International Elephant Foundation
Cross River Gorilla – Wildlife Conservation Society, Fauna & Flora
International, Cross River State Forestry Commission & National
Park, CMFW
Endangered Species Breeding – AZA & USFW
Nigerian Forests – Nigerian Conservation Foundation, British
Gas-Nigeria
Gorilla, Captive Nutrition – AZA, Cleveland & Lincoln Park zoos
Gorilla, Cardiac Health – Cleveland Metroparks Zoo & Ohio State
University
Gorilla, Evolution – Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology

years of
servation
arch

Hellbenders – NC Wildlife Resources Commission, Western
Carolina University, University of NC at Asheville, NC Natural
Heritage Program (NCNH), NC State Parks
Mesic Forest – Piedmont Land Conservancy (PLC), Natural
Heritage Trust Fund (NHTF), Clean Water Management Trust
Fund (CWM)
Natural Area Management – PLC, NCNH, CWM, NHTF
Primate Conservation – International Union for the Conservation
of Nature (ICUN)
Puerto Rican Crested Toad – NC State University, NC State
Veterinary School
Red Wolf – USFWS
Schweinitz’s Sunflower – NC Dept. of Transportation, PLC
Tooro Gardens – Atlanta & Montgomery botanical gardens,
Mountains of the Moon University, Botanical Garden
Conservation International
Wetlands and Waterfowl – Sylvan Heights Waterfowl

Helped secure food, water, fuel
and veterinary care for Kabul
Zoo’s animals immediately after
Coalition invasion in 2001
Improving welfare
of captive bears

Funded training and animal welfare initiatives
at Baghdad Zoo after 2003 invasion

Improving Cairo Zoo’s exhibits
and training its staff

The N.C. Zoo is accredited by the Association of
Zoos & Aquariums (AZA), the professional organization for North American zoos and aquariums.
Only 10 percent of the zoos licensed by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture meet the rigorous
standards required to achieve AZA accreditation.

U.N.I.T.E. Conservation
Education & Teacher Training

Much of the Zoo’s work in animal welfare
emerges in partnership with, AZA and its international professional zoo counterpart, the World

Supporting Tooro Botanical
Garden Development

Association of Zoos and Aquariums (WAZA).
Zoo Director David M. Jones is the Vice Chairman of the Welfare and Ethics Committee of WAZA.

Crane conservation

Chimpanzee and Ecological
Research

Zoo General Curator Ken Reininger serves on
AZA’s Welfare Committee.
Zoo Curator of Conservation and Research Dr.
Rich Bergl serves on AZA’s Field Conservation
Committee.
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Thank Yous...

Passing the Buck

go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society June 24
through September 8, 2009.
Go Mix WAGO & WZGO
Go Mix WLRN & WZRU
American Express
American Scale Company
Asheboro Elastics
Corporation
Ball Corporation
Bank of Granite
Mrs. Claudia W. Belk
Mr. & Mrs. E. S. Bessette, Jr.
Philip & Amy Blumenthal
The Borden Fund, Inc.
Carolina Farmers Mutual
Insurance Company
Carolina Vein Center
Steve & Sherri Carpenter
Mr. Norman L. Clark
Dennis Clements & Martha
Ann Keels
Davis Furniture Industries,
Inc.
Angela & Starke Dillard
Durham Academy
East Coast Trailer &
Equipment Co. Inc
Edward Jones
EMBARQ
Energizer
Food Lion

William H. and Muriel J. Fox
Endowment Fund
Mrs. Dewey A. Frick
Ms. Karyl P. Gabriel
GlaxoSmithKline
Kent & Lynne Graham
William H. & Vonna K. Graves
Ms. Kathy Green
Charlotte & Philip Hanes
HealthSource Chiropractic &
Progressive Rehab
The Estate of Joan Hill
Mrs. Linda S. Hodges
Holly's Community Outreach
Care
Greg & Ginny Hunter
Thomas S. Kenan III
Kerr Drug, Inc.
Kulynych Family Foundation
Martin Marietta Aggregates
Bob & Bonnie Meeker
Ms. Catherine Mobley
MS Consultants, Inc
Mt. Olive Pickle Company,
Inc.
Talmadge & Edith Neece
North Carolina Troopers
Association
Nova Eye Care

Mary Norris Preyer Oglesby
& Patrick Oglesby
Mr. Kevin Phillips & Ms.
Debbie Patrick
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Pickens
The Mary Norris Preyer Fund
Michael & Ann Marie Procino
Alan, Nancy & Alice Proia
Randolph Electric
Membership Corporation
RTI International
The Estate of Anton Schindler
SCYNEXIS, Inc.
Robert A. Sebrosky
Talmadge and Ian Silversides
Barry & Sara Smith
Mr. J. Keith Smith & Ms. Lisa
Jones
Bob & Lennie Stout
SunGard Public Sector
Therapeutic Alternatives
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
United Way of Greater
Greensboro
Laura & Drayton Virkler
Wal-Mart Store #1132
Don F. Wellington
WEZU - 95.9 FM
Mrs. Fran Young

The Valerie H. Schindler
Wildlife Rehabilitation Center
provides veterinary care to hundreds of
orphaned and injured, native North
Carolina creatures each year. The Center
carries Valerie’s name because her husband, Dr. Anton Schindler, saw the work
of this Center as a fitting way to remember and memorialize his beloved wife.
Throughout her lifetime, this kind and
gentle woman loved animals and nature.
One way she expressed this love was by
rescuing and rehabilitating orphaned
squirrels.
Her name graces a second, newer
building at the Zoo, as well, the Valerie
H. Schindler Wildlife Learning Center.
Dr. Schindler attached Valerie’s name to
this building when he learned of its mission to house students, interns and residents while they learned to care for and
about wildlife. He knew that his Valerie
would want to be remembered here, too.
The future administration and maintenance of both Centers will be greatly
aided from planned gifts arranged by Dr.
Schindler, who died in June.

RUSSling’s
If you are planning an estate gift for the Zoo Society, your
alma mater or your children, the Society’s Web site (nczoo.com) has
advice you can use. Just click on “Planned Giving” (on the right side of
the Home Page) and then click on “eBrochures” to see a list of useful
documents you can download, including these titles: Estate Planning
Starters: What You’ll Need and How to Gather It; A Guide to Making
Your Will; and Receive Income for Life with a Deferred Gift.
The brochures are helpful. I recently relied on one, How to Put Your
Savings Bonds to Work: Smart Strategies for Redeeming Your Bonds, to
deal with a personal situation. And, a Lion’s Pride member I know used
the brochure Why Give Retirement Plan Assets? to find answers for a situation he faced: The possibility of losing more than 60 percent of his
retirement assets to taxes unless he donated them to the Zoo Society or
some other tax-exempt organization.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dr. Schindler also made generous
arrangements for the pachyderm (elephants and rhinos) breeding program at
the Zoo.
A small group of out-of-state and outof-town friends gathered at the Centers
July 10 to celebrate the life of Dr.
Schindler. He lived humbly and shared
and cared extravagantly.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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ZOO happenings
Dates to hold in 2010
SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for members and
their guests. For more information, click on Events at
nczoo.com. Call 888.244.3736 to register.
MAY 1 Wake up with the Animals, sponsored by McDonald’s
SEPTEMBER 11 Zoo To Do

FOR ASPIRING VETERINARIANS

ZOO EVENTS are for everyone and are free with the
price of admission, unless otherwise noted. For
additional information call, 1.800.488.0444
APRIL Weekends ZooFling,
sponsored by Wal-Mart
MAY Pavilion Orchids Show

N.C. Zoo/Society Veterinary Camps

JUNE All Things Bear

Day Camps for Students, Ages 12 - 15
Girls Only, Saturday Day Camp, April 17 from 10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Boys Only, Saturday Day Camp, May 15 from 10 a.m.- 4 p.m.

AUGUST Saturdays ZooCool

Overnight Camps for Students, Ages 16 - 18
Girls Only, 9 a.m. Friday, July 16 through 4 p.m. on Sunday, July
18
Boys Only, 9 a.m. Friday, Aug. 27 through 4 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 29
Logon to www.nczoo.com or search the Web for N.C. Zoo Society,
then click on Wild Veterinary Science Camp to learn details.

OCTOBER Pavilion African Violets
OCTOBER Weekends ZooFest
every weekend of the month,
with Boo at the Zoo during the last weekend.
Every weekend, all year, schedule a private birthday
party with the Zoo’s education office. To learn more, log
on to www.nczoo.org/events/birthdayparties.html

Go ape this holiday season—
adopt Nkosi, our male Gorilla!
For only $45, the adoption package includes a plush Gorilla, a photo of Nik and
a personalized adoption certificate.
The proceeds from this—and all the Society’s—adoptions, support the Zoo’s
animal enrichment program. This program buys healthy treats and toys for our
animals and provides training for the keepers that care for the animals.
For $500 or more, adopting parents are invited to meet Nik’s keepers and
join them, behind the scenes, at the Gorilla Exhibit, to feed some special
treats to the big guy!
Adoption packages will be mailed on December 9 unless you specify another mailing date here:
Mail the adoption packet to:
Gift for: ! Christmas

! Me

! Hannuka

! Recipient

______________________.

Address if different from the buyer’s:

! Other ______________________ City/State/Zip_____________________________________________________

What should the gift message say? ___________________________________ Phone (H)__________________________(W) __________________________
_______________________________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________________________
Buyer’s name ____________________________________________________ Payment Options: 1) ! Check Please make check payable to NC Zoo Society.
Address_________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip_____________________________________________________

2) ! Credit/Debit Card Please check one.
! Visa

! MasterCard

! Discover

! American Express

Phone (H)__________________________(W) __________________________ Credit Card No.________________________________________ CVN ______
Email ___________________________________________________________ Exp.Date__________ Signature ______________________________________
Name as it should appear on the adoption certificate

For multiple orders, please duplicate this form or call us, toll free, at
_______________________________________________________________ 888-244-3736, or go to our Website and order online at www.nczoo.com.
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Zoo To Do

Thank Yous

We extend our greatest thanks to all of the
people and places that made Zoo To Do 2009
such a sparkling success.

Signature Sponsor
Snowy Owl

Myrick Construction
Oliver Rubber Co.
Prevo Drug, Inc.
Randolph Electric Membership
Corporation
Mr. J.M. Ramsay, Jr.
RE/MAX Central Realty
Riazzi Rhyne Investment Group
of Wachovia Securities
Sharrad McGee
Wachovia

$500

LIVE AUCTION
DONORS
A&H Art & Stain Glass Co.
Asheboro Honda
Avery Pottery & Tile Works
Edge Barnes
Ben Owen Pottery
Cara Bevan
Jenny Bireline
Bulldog Pottery – Bruce Gholson
Donna Craven
Daniel Johnston Pottery
Dr. & Mrs. David Jones
Mike Durham
Mike Ferree
Freechild Studio
Paul Frehe
Nick Fruin – STARworks Glass
Jim Galucci
Garry Childs Pottery
Dwight Holland
Bill & Ann Hoover
Joel Hunnicutt
John Knox
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Lackey
McCanless Pottery
New Salem Pottery
North Carolina Zoological Park –
Animal Division

Randolph Telephone

$5,000

Polar Bear
Piedmont Printing

$2,500

Arctic Fox

B.B. Walker Foundation
BB&T
Carolina Bank of Asheboro
CommunityOne

$1,500

Arctic Hare

Asheboro Paper & Packaging,
Inc.
Carolina Pharmacy – Southern
Piedmont Surgical Specialists,
PLLC
Central Carolina Women’s Center
Clapp’s Convalescent Nursing
Home
Klaussner Home Furnishings
Richard & Susan Garkalns
Scott & Marilyn Lea
Randolph Hospital
Technimark, Inc.
The Timken Company
Dr. & Mrs. James Wilson

$1,000
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Howard & Pat Burkart
Calix
EMBARQ
First Bank
Insurance Associates of the Triad
It’s Leather, Inc.
J.D. Wilkins Co., LLC
Pamela Potter
Progress Energy
Pugh Funeral Home
Randolph Bank & Trust
Randolph Oil/Short Stop
Shaw Enterprises, LLC
Sir Pizza of Asheboro
Triad Corrugated Metal
US Trust Bank of America Private
Wealth Management
Judy Younts

Arctic Tern
Acme McCrary & Sapona
Foundation
Bank of the Carolina’s
Clark Bell, Lawyer
Burge Flower Shop, Inc.
Carillon Assisted Living of
Asheboro
Elastic Therapy, Inc.
Hampton Inn/Fairfield Inn
Hodges Family Practice
Bill & Ann Hoover
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Hunter
Malt-O-Meal

North Carolina Zoological Society
Paul Ray Pottery
Primitive Knife Artworks – Robert
Crutchfield
Charlie Riggs Pottery
Lenton Slack
Paula Smith
Jim Spires
Turtle Island Pottery
Conrad Weiser
Tom Wolfe

FOOD, FUN &
ENTERTAINMENT
A.C.T. by Deese
Angus Barn
Anna’s Jams and Jellies
Asheboro Country Club
Bardy’s Fine Jewelry
Lane Batot
Nancy Bell
Biltmore Estates
Bistro Sofia
Cabot Creamery Cooperative
Caffe Prada
Cakes by Cindy
Casanova’s Coffees & Fudge
Celebration Station
Chick-fil-A
Chili’s
Cycle Center, Inc.
Tommy Davis
Etc. Boutique
Grand Prix Greensboro
Green Hill Center for North
Carolina Arts
Greensboro Symphony Orchestra
High Point Bowling Center
Hyatt Place
Inn at Bingham School
Dr. David Malin

Scottie Michelle
Mistletoe Meadows Christmas
Trees
NC Zoo Society & Cakes by
Cindy
Nantahala Outdoor Center
North Carolina Shakespeare
Festival
Penland Custom Frames
P.F. Changs
Phillips Brothers Country Hams,
Inc.
Pinewood Country Club
Print Works Bistro
Proximity Hotel
Purgatory Mountain Crafts
Randolph – Asheboro YMCA
Randolph Center for Dental
Excellence
Red Bowl Asian Bistro
R.H. Barringer Distributing Co.
Rock-Ola
Sagebrush Steakhouse & Saloon
Santosha
Sports Attic
The Exchange Banquet &
Meeting Hall
Total Fitness
Toys & Co.
Trophy Shop – Gifts & Engraving
1212 Salon
Weathervane Winery
Charles West
Westbend Vineyards
Wet ‘N Wild Emerald Pointe

ADVENTURES, ART
& DECOR
Valerie Abbott
Joan Allred
Amish Trading Post
Asheboro Nissan
Ashley Fetner Photography
Banner Place Nursery
Blue Rhino
Bonaventura Glass Creations
Cornerstone Interiors
Martha Crotty
Frank Culler
Lynn Donovan Photography
Margaret Giles
Leire Gojenola
Candace Hammond

Hardin’s Furniture
High Point Furniture
Bettina Hunter
Carol Kaczmarek
Mike Karaman
Nancy Lou Kiessler
Life Designed by Randolph Fields
Kim Luther Designs
Carole King
Klaussner Home Furnishings
Leopard Spot Gift Shop
Locally Grown Art
Lucy Landon/ Celebrating HOME
Terrance Meadows
Moka Photos
Pam Myers
Naturscapes Imaging, LLC –
Vinny Colucci & Melissa
Southern
Naturscapes Photography
Workshops
Nyght Falcon
Ken & Diane Powell
Christi Ramsey
Sam Rankin
John Revell
Schadt Woodcarving and Design
Schneider Stone
Angela Scott
Mike Shinn
State of the Art
The Gourd Tree
Scott Whitaker Creative
White Wall Photography

POTTERY
Anita’s Pottery & Dogwood
Gallery
Baby Dragon Enterprises
Blue Dot Pottery
Cady Clay Works
Cagle Road Pottery
Caldwell-Hohl Artworks
Callicutt Pottery
Chrisco’s Pottery

Cross Creek Pottery
Dean & Martin Pottery
Dirtworks Pottery
Dish’n Pottery
Gail Dula
Earth, Water & Fire Studio
Fat Beagle Pottery
Beverly Fox
Freeman Pottery
George Gusler
Gingerbread House Pottery
H.A.T. underground
Valerie Hill
His Hands Pottery
Humble Mill Pottery
Johnston & Gentithes Studios
Kovack Pottery
Lantern Hill Pottery
Latham’s Pottery
Luck’s Ware
Lufkin Pottery
McNeill’s Pottery
Meredith Smildsin
Moss Pottery
Pat Newby
Bill Newton
Joyce Newton
Nichol’s Pottery
Old Fish House Pottery
Phil Morgan II
Piney Woods Pottery
Potts Town Pottery
Marcy Reid-Smith
Susan Ridenhour
Rising Sun Pottery
Rockhouse Pottery
Susan O’Leary
Pottery

The Great White Oak Gallery
Triple C Pottery
Turn & Burn Pottery
Uwharrie Crystalline
Jared Zehmer

SPECIAL
THANKS
Dave Aiken
Asheboro Paper & Packaging
Beane Signs
Dart Container
Hunsucker Printing Company,
Inc.
Ink N’ Stitches
Jimmy Leonard III
Lowe’s Home Improvement
Center of Asheboro
Montgomery Community College
PIP Printing
Pepsi Bottling Ventures
Reddy Ice, Inc.
Silver Eagle, LLC
State of the Art
The Courier-Tribune
Becky Tarlton
United Country – Rogers
Auctioneers, Inc.
Villa Photography

To learn more about the plight of polar bears, read

“Winston
of
Churchill:
One Bear’s Battle Against Global Warming”
by Jean Davies Okimoto.

For life in the Arctic, it really is all about the ice!
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GIFT IDEAS!



Limited Edition

Holiday
Ornament

North Carolina artist Chris Gabriel handcrafted

Go with the Floe

Drive Home
Your Love of
the Zoo!

this years Giraffe Holiday Ornament to celebrate
the opening of the Zoos new highrise
where giraffes and visitors
see eyetoeye
A true collectors piece with
only  offered each
ornament is signed and
numbered by the
artist

The N.C. Department of Motor Vehicles is set to press an exclusive, Zoo Society specialty license plate that will tag drivers as
people who support the Zoo and its conservation and education
efforts. But, before we can get this plate on the road, we have
to sell 300 license tags.

(Price reflects
member discount
and shipping.)
How Many x

Cost Each

2009 Limited Edition Ornament _____ x $20.99 =
Total Order: $_____________
If you want the item(s) to be shipped to another address, please include
a note with your order telling us where and what gift message(s) we
should include.
Buyer’s name ______________________________________________
Buyer’s Address ____________________________________________
City/State/Zip ______________________________________________
Phone (H) _________________________________________________
Email_____________________________________________________
Payment: ! Check
or ! Credit

Please make payable to N.C. Zoo Society.

Circle One: MasterCard VISA

Discover

Amex

Credit Card No._____________________________________________
Security Code _________________ Expiration Date ______________
Signature _________________________________________________
Mail to: N.C. Zoo Society; 4403 Zoo Parkway; Asheboro, NC 27205
14 | ALIVE

To become a charter owner of one (or more) of these exclusive
Zoo Society license plates, download an application blank from
our Web site, www.nczoo.com, (or call us at 336-879-7250 to
ask for an application), fill it out and mail it back to us, with a
$30 payment. (If you prefer, you can make your payment
online, but you will still have to mail in your application.)*
Once we have 300 applications, DMV will press out and deliver
the special tags.
This picture is a rendering of the license plate design that we
will submit to DMV for its approval. While DMV will have to
approve any design before the plate goes to press, you can
count on the actual license plate to reflect the same high standards of design and quality that you already expect from the
North Carolina Zoo.
When you purchase a plate, $20 of the price will be returned to
the N.C. Zoo Society and will be used to support the Zoo's
growing conservation and education efforts. Just one more way
to flaunt your support of the Zoo and its contributions to
wildlife. So grab a tag and help the Zoo save Elephants,
Gorillas, Hellbenders and more!
* You can step into a Zoo or Zoo Society gift shop to fill out an
application, too, and make your purchase there.
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Really BIG adventures in 2010!
Cocos Island:
The Best of Kenya:
Colorado Family Dinosaur Adventure:
with National Geographic
Ecuador & The Galapagos Islands:
Adventure to India:
America’s National Parks:

April 12-18

$2,291 (land only)

May 31-June 11

$3,495 (land only)

July 3-9

ADULT: $3,195 (includes airfare)
CHILD: $2,650 (includes airfare)

September 17-25

$3,595 (land only)

April 8-21

$9,995 (land only)

October 1-16

$3,967 (includes airfare)

For more information, email sgee@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7253.

PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.
|ALL
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE.

The Best Holiday Gifts

Give your friends and family a year of fun at the Zoo!
Holiday Membership Levels and Prices
Check the Level of the gift(s) you want to purchase.

Individual .................... $47 Membership for one
Individual-plus .............. $52 Member may bring a guest in free on each visit
Family......................... $66 Membership covers two adults who share the same address and
their children (or grandchildren) younger than 18.
Family-plus .................. $76 Family may bring a guest in free on each visit
Zookeeper .................. $185 Same as Family and admits two guests free on each visit. Includes
a Zoo Society license plate.
Curator ...................... $310 Same as Zookeeper but admits three guests per visit.
Lifetime Membership ... $1,510 Lifetime Family benefits. Life members receive 10 guest passes every
year and invitations to an annual social.
......................................
Mail this form to: N.C. Zoo Society, 4403 Zoo Parkway, Asheboro, NC 27205.
Or, go online to www.nczoo.com, or call the Society at 336-879-7250.

Holiday memberships arrive gift-wrapped with
a plush giraffe and your gift message. (Price
includes costs of toy and shipping.)

We will mail Holiday memberships on December 8th unless you direct us to mail

Name of membership recipient: _______________________________________

them on this alternate date: _________________________________________

Recipient’s address: ________________________________________________

Send gift membership to:

! Me

! Recipient

City/State/ZIP: _____________________________________________________

What is the level of the gift membership? _______________________________

Phone: (H) __________________________ (W) __________________________

This gift is for: ! Christmas ! Hannukah ! Other___________________

Email:____________________________________________________________

Message you want included: __________________________________________

For Family or Higher membership only, tell us the name of the second adult in the

_________________________________________________________________

household ________________________________________________________

Buyer’s name: _____________________________________________________

Number of minor children or grandchildren (under 18) in the household ________

Buyer’s address: ___________________________________________________

Payment: ! Check Please make check payable to NC Zoo Society.

City/State/ZIP: _____________________________________________________

OR ! Credit Card Circle one:

Phone: (H) __________________________(W)___________________________

Credit Card No. ________________________________________ Code _______

Email:____________________________________________________________

Exp. Date ___________ Signature _____________________________________

MasterCard

VISA

Discover

AMEX
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It’s All About the Ice
Picture an enormous ocean covered

with sea ice. Imagine this ocean as cold—so
cold that, no matter where you look, all you
see is water, snow and ice. Now, you know
what the Arctic looks like in winter.
The Arctic is one of the coldest places on
Earth. But, as cold as it looks and feels, the
Arctic still swarms with life. All sorts of plants
and animals—from Polar Bears to plankton—
flourish here because nature adapted them to
live with ice.

much insulation that wild Polar Bears cannot
survive in warm climates. Take away the cold
and Polar Bears get too hot to hunt. If they
run or, even, walk very far, they overheat.
(Imagine running up a hill on a hot August day
wearing a winter coat, a wool cap and mittens,
and snow boots!)

Top of the Lot

Polar Bears sit at the top of the Arctic food
chain—but without sea ice, Polar Bears could
not hunt, and the food chain would fall into
Polar Bears Are Hot!
the Arctic Ocean. Ice holds up the ecosystem.
Polar Bears thrive on ice because they are
Polar Bears need sea ice to stand on when
adapted to stay warm in the cold. So well
they hunt seals. Seals swim too fast and too
adapted, in fact, that they cannot survive any- well for Polar Bears to capture in the water.
where else.
Sometimes, Polar Bears crawl over the ice,
To keep them warm, nature bundles Polar
sneaking up on seals as they nap in the snow.
Bears in layers that hold in their body heat.
Sometimes, Polar Bears sit patiently on the
One layer grows under skin as a thick sheet of ice—staring at breathing holes (aglas) and
fat, called “blubber.” Blubber insulates the bear, waiting to ambush seals as they surface to
especially when it swims.
catch their breath. Without the ice, Polar
Another layer sprouts from the bear’s skin
Bears have no place to hunt.
as a thick coat of fur. The fur holds in body
Even the Polar Bear’s food cannot survive
heat, too, and creates a barrier against the
without ice. Seals must haul out on ice to rest
wind and the snow. The dense fur covers
and to give birth to their pups. The seals eat
almost every part of a Polar Bear’s body—even
fish that need ice to survive, too. The fish eat
the soles of its feet.
microscopic creatures called “zooplankton,”
While this fur looks white, each hair is
that feed on algae that grows on the underactually clear and hollow. Bubbles form inside
side of ice.
the hair shafts, creating air pockets that add
Ice makes the system work. It gives Polar
another layer of insulation. By trapping heat,
Bears a hunting ground and seals their nursthe bubbles make white-looking fur insulate
eries and food. If the Earth warms and the ice
better than dark fur, which holds pigments
melts, no place on Earth will be fit for wild
instead of air pockets.
Polar Bears or any other Arctic animal.
All these layers shield the Polar Bear
For life in the Arctic, it really is all about
MELINDA PRIOR, ZOO EDUCATOR
against the cold, but the layers also pack on so the ice!
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Polar Bears are amazing “Ice Bears.” If

their habitat
changes, they will have trouble surviving into the future. Follow
their tracks across the ice floes to learn some cool facts.

Catch a seal.
Move ahead
2 spaces.

A bigger bear
takes your food.
Move back 1
space.

Find a seal
breathing hole.
Wait to catch a seal
until you roll a 4,
then move on.
Smell a seal
under ice.
Move ahead
3 spaces.

Ice melts
early. Go
back 2
spaces.

Find a place to
den. Stay here
and miss a turn.

•
Swim a long way
to find food. Rest here
until you roll a 6; roll
again then move.

To play the game
you will need:
• A die
Buttons for playing pieces

Roll the die and move the number
of spaces. If you roll a 6, roll again.
Follow the directions on the space
where you land. Try to survive and
make it to the finish.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

The Zoo Society urges you to do business with businesses that support your Zoo.

It IS easy going GREEN!
We’re reducing our environmental footprint by walking
the talk, and with a little help from our new Alive print partner
— it’s not that hard! Alive magazine now proudly bears the
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) logo of certification.

Why FSC?
In many forests around the world, logging still contributes to habitat destruction, water
pollution, displacement of indigenous peoples and animals, and violence against people who
work in the forest and the wildlife that dwells there. Many consumers and forest products
companies believe that the link between logging and these negative impacts can be broken,
and that forests can be managed and protected at the same time. Forest Stewardship Council
certification is one way to improve the practice of forestry.
Carrying the FSC-certification logo on our magazine tells the world that we—and our
members—support the highest social and environmental standards in the print market.
Purchase of FSC-certified paper and print products contribute to conservation, responsible
management, and community benefits for people and wildlife living near the forests.
And not only does our paper come from sustainable sources, our inks are soy-based and
water-soluable ... and the finished magazine is 100% recyclable.

